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The Indian retail industry is divided into

Abstract
This

research

articles

has

analysed

the

organized and unorganized sectors.

preference of consumers towards organised retail

Organized Retailing

outlets. The taste and preference of consumers are

These are retailing activities undertaken by those

changing day by day. They prefer to have

outlets that are established, run and managed by large

comfortable shopping experience, wide variety of

corporations of India and foreign. These are chain

products and services, parking facility, payment

organizations having huge capital investment and

options, after sale service etc. In this study, the

better infrastructure and deal in large variety of

researcher tries to understand the factors that are

branded and non-branded products. It has developed

attracting the consumers towards organised retail

supply chain and well qualified and professional

outlets. From the study it could be understand that

management. The sales men in these outlets are well

organised retailers are an inevitable element in the

trained and keep good etiquette and manners to the

retail market of Kerala. It is they who meet the needs

consumers. It has branches in international markets

of the consumers without delay. The traditional

and finds the sources of its products from other

retailers of Kerala cannot meet the consumers needs

countries also. These types of organizations are

in full due to lack of facilities and offers.

established in government, co-operative and private

I.

sector. Examples of these outlets are Aditya Birla

INTRODUCTION

Retail is an activity in which a person, agent,

Retail, Bharti-Walmart, McDonalds, Pantaloon Retail

agency, company or an organization is trying to

Ltd, Spencer‟s Retail Ltd, Reliance Retail Ltd,

deliver the goods, merchandise, or services to the

Margin Free Super Market, Kerala State Civil

ultimate consumers. (Chetan Bajaj, RajnishTuli &

Supplies Corporations, Thriveni Store, Neethi Store

Nidhi Varma Srivastava 2010) It is the final stage of

etc.

any economic activity. According to Philip Kotler,

Unorganized retailing

“retailing includes all the activities involved in

Unorganized retailing is the retailing activities

selling goods or services to the final consumers for

undertaken by the small and medium scale retail

personal,

an

business organizations and managed by its owner for

important part in our everyday life because we get

earning his livelihood. The nature of this forms of

everything through retail organizations.).

business firms are generally sole proprietorship and is

non-business

use.

Retailing has
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run by his family members. The amount of capital

are the factors that influence the customers to buy

investment, number of workers and number of

from organised retail outlets?

products assortments are very low in this form of

Objectives of the Study

organizations compared to organized retail outlets.

1.

To understand the consumer‟s preference for

The supply chain and the sourcing of goods and

selecting an

organized retail

services are usually taken by these firms locally and

unorganized retail outlet.

outlet

over

an

are meet the local needs. Examples of these

Hypothesis of the Study

organizations are the nearby grocery shops, fruits and

H01. The factors that influence the preference of

vegetable shops, stationery shops, textile shops,
footwear and bag shops, readymade garment shops,
bakeries, general electronic shops and outlets that
deal with house hold items etc.

an organized retail outlet are not significant.
Ha1. The factors that influence the preference of
an organized retail outlet are significant.
H02. There is no significant region-wise

Statement of the Problem

difference in factors that influence the preference for

The Indian consumer is gradually moving from

an organized retail outlet.

the local „kirana‟ shopping to „Mall Shopping‟. With

Ha2. There is significant region-wise difference

a number of domestic and international brands

in factors that influence the preference for an

available in stores in metros and smaller cities and

organized retail outlet.

with a wide range of product offerings from food and

II.

METHODOLOGY

grocery to furniture and fixtures, the Indian consumer

The study is descriptive and analytical in nature.

is fast embracing modern retail.. The organized

Both primary and secondary data are collected for the

retailers offer different brands including foreign and

study. Multi stage random sampling has been used

local considering the requirements of the consumers.

for collecting data from consumers. For that the state

Organized retail outlets are found to provide better

of Kerala has been grouped into Southern Region,

service quality, more assortments of products with

Central Region and Northern Region. Then the two

broad range when compared to unorganized retail

districts each are selected randomly and then, these

outlets.

districts are divided into Corporations, Municipalities

In Kerala there are 5, 97,374 (6th economic

and Panchayath. And from one district 3 wards

census as on 2013) unorganized retail traders who

(Corporation-1, Municipality-1, and Panchayath-1)

conduct various forms of business. Kerala is doing

were selected randomly. From the selected ward 100

experiments with all sorts of retailing techniques

households were selected as consumers and thus 600

because of large volume of consumption of all types

households were selected from all the 6 districts in

of goods and services. The middle and high income

the 3 regions. The sample frame used for the

customers show a tendency of preferring organised

selection of consumers is the list of household as per

retail outlets than unorganised retail outlets. Under

the Economic senses of (2011), Economic and

these circumstances, it is imperative to address this

Statistics Department, Government of Kerala. As per

issue and see whether the consumers of Kerala have

the list, in Kerala there are 78, 53,754 households.

any preference towards organised retail outlets? What

The average house hold size is 4.3 persons per
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hundred.

For the analysis of the collected data,

5. Visually Appealing

descriptive statistics like mean, standard deviation,

The overall store design from its layouts to its

skewness and kurtosis are used. For the test of

lighting and colour inside and outside has the power

hypothisis inferential statistics like t test and

to make the customers feel good; encourage them to

ANOVA has been used in this research. Factor

visit the shop and to increase the sales.

analysis is used as a data reduction technique.
Factors that attract consumers towards organised
retail shops
(1) Convenient and Attractive Package
Packaging is a very important factor in the
marketing of products. The package protects the

6. One-Stop Shopping
Every customer likes to shop at a place where
they can avail everything under one roof so that they
can save time and energy during shopping.
7. Guaranteed Products
A

guarantee

is

an

agreement

assuming

product from various damages and keeps the products

responsibility to execute, complete or perform

in good condition at all times.

something. The products sold by the unorganised

2. Convenient Location

retail shops do not give such guarantee and warrantee

The location of the business outlet has an

that in the absence of its performance; they would

important role in retail business. The outlet

replace or repair that product and deliver it to the

established should be in a convenient place where

consumers quickly. The modern organised shops give

consumers can come and shop. Proper transportation

promise to the consumers that in the event of non-

and communication facilities, refreshment facilities

performance of the products sold by them, they will

etc. are the most important things in selecting

be replaced or repaired at their own risk without fail.

location.

This is one reason for the preference of organised

3. Parking Facility
The retail outlets should have proper parking

retail outlets.
8. Customer friendly Service

facility. The customers, employees, suppliers etc.

The approach of the retailers should be

should be able to come there without much difficulty.

customer- friendly in order to attract the customers.

If the business unit is established by a main road, it

The staff of the shops should have a friendly

will be very easy for the four and two wheelers to get

approach towards all customers who visit the shop.

in and out of the parking lot.

Also a positive attitude must be there while dealing

4. Payment options

with customer complaints. Maintaining a pleasing

The method that a buyer chooses to make the

mentalitythrough out will help them to attract

payment to the seller of a product or service is the

customers to the shop.

payment option. This system is very convenient not

9. Special Discount Offers

only for the buyer, but also for the seller. It enables

Consumers are attracted by special discount

the buyer to avoid carrying currency with him all the

offers given by retail outlets. When a product or

time and helps him avoid the problems associated

service is offered at a lower price to the consumers it

with that.

is a matter of discount. Organised shops offer special
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discounts to the consumers to attract them from other

makes a better image among the consumers about the

traditional shops.

organised retail shop.

10. Entertainment for the whole family

14.Open even at late hoursIf a shop is open for a

Facilities like swimming pool, amusement park,

long time including late in the evening nights,

children‟s park etc. are provided by some marketers

customers can make their purchase as they wish.

for attracting customers towards their products.

Large shops with plenty of staffs and facilities can do

Therefore the customers can come to that place with

that compared to small traditional shops.

their family and make the purchase experience more
enjoyable and memorable. Small scale traders do not
do that as it is a costly affair. But the organised
retailers make arrangement for such facilities.

15. Many billing counters with counters for
faster checkouts
In large supermarkets and corporate shops, there
is large number of billing counters for faster

11. Wider Brands

checkout, so that customers may not wait in the

The acceptance of a shop among the public

queue for long time. They can leave the outlet very

depends on the variety of products offered there.

fast and have save their time.

Today‟s customers are much brand oriented and

16. Fresh Stock

selection fascinated. People will come to a shop if

The freshness of the stock is an important factor

there are a large variety of stocks. This will help them

in retail marketing. Out-dated product will be

to choose their items according to their convenience.

removed and new and fresh items should be

Large scale shops and supermarkets provide this

displayed in the shelf for customer selection.

selection while small scale shops may not be able to

17. Cleanliness and Hygiene

provide such facilities.

Cleanliness and hygienic conditions are matters

12. Self-service Facility

that attract the consumers to a particular shop.

This is a situation in which the customer selects

Hygiene is a set of practices performed for the

goods for themselves according to their interest and

preservation of health. According to WHO, hygiene

makes payment at a checkout. Most supermarkets

refers to conditions and practices that help to

and organised shops encourage the customers for

maintain health and prevent the spread of diseases.

self- service. The traditional shop keepers do not

Large corporate shops make such a feel among the

allow their customers to select their items according

customers.

to their wish. This creates a lot of waste of time and

18. Baskets and Trolley Facilities

discontent among the customers and they may shift

In a supermarket, there are trolley facilities and

from traditional shops to other shops where they can

baskets for keeping the selected products before

make purchases freely.

billing. This facility is very convenient for customers

13. Good Etiquette and Manners

in their shopping. But in small „kirana‟ shops and

The behaviour of the store staff must be pleasing

traditional shops this kind of facilities will not be

with empathy. The organised shops and supermarkets
give special attention in showing

adopted due to their small size and low business.

such pleasing

behaviour through the consumers. This approach
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will admire them and give them a good respect and

19. Comfortable Environment with Air-

position in the society.

conditioning
The retail outlet with air-conditioning gives a

21. Home delivery

good feeling and comfortable experience to the

Home delivery is the process of transporting the

buyers. They can make their selection comfortable in

goods from the outlet to the customer‟s residence at

a heat and humidity free environment.

the expense of retailer .Many large outlets and

20. Status symbol

supermarkets do that in order to increase their

It is a sense of gratification that a person feels

demand and sales. But the „kirana‟ shops are not able

while he shops from an organised retail shop, which

to provide this facility due to various reasons.

is generally thought to be a symbol of elite. Some
customers believe that if they buy from an organised/
supermarket, the other economically lower classes
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table-2

Perception of Respondents regarding reason for Purchasing from organised Retailers
Attractive
Package

Convenient
Location

Parking
Facility

Payment
Options

Visually
Appealing

One stop
shopping

Guaranteed
Products

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

STRONGLY
DISAGREE
DISAGREE

10

1.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

62

10.3

62

10.3

65

10.8

53

8.8

43

7.2

63

10.5

45

7.5

NO OPINION

286
173
69

47.7
28.8
11.5

258
185
95

43.0
30.8
15.8

274
192
69

45.7
32.0
11.5

284
217
46

47.3
36.2
7.7

284
200
73

47.3
33.3
12.2

284
189
64

47.3
31.5
10.7

275
199
81

45.8
33.2
13.5

100.0

600

100.0

600

100.0

600

100.0

600

100.0

600

100.0

600

AGREE
STRONGLY
AGREE
Total

600

100.0

Average
SD

3.38

3.52

3.44

3.43

3.51

3.42

3.53

.880

.880

.833

.759

.799

.818

.819

Mean±1.96SE

3.45
3.31
10.627

3.59
3.45
14.523

3.51
3.37
12.983

3.49
3.37
13.776

3.57
3.44
15.490

3.49
3.36
12.682

3.59
3.46
15.756

T-test

Source: Primary Data
From the table given above, analysis it is seen that attractive package, convenient location, parking facility, payment
options, visually appealing, one stop shopping and guaranteed products are the factors that attract consumers
towards organised retail shops. The average value obtained for all the factors are above 3 and hence it is inferred that
these factors are attracting consumers towards organised shops. The “t” value also signifies that fact.
Table-3
Perception of Respondents regarding reason for Purchasing from organised Retailers
Customer
Special
Family
Wider
Etiquette &
Friendly
Discount
Entertainment brands
Self Service Manners
No
%
No %
No
%
No
%
No %
No %
STRONGLY
0
.0
0
0
173 28.8 0
0
0
0
136 22.7
DISAGREE
DISAGREE 31
5.2 42
7.0 65
10.8 40
6.7
53
8.8 80 13.3
NO
279 46.5 290 48.3 263 43.8 277 46.2 289 48.2 286 47.7
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No %
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24.2
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17.0
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OPINION
AGREE
203 33.8
STRONGLY
87
14.5
AGREE
Total
600 100.0
Average
3.58
SD
.799
Mean±1.96SE 3.64 3.51
T-test
17.677

185

30.8 59

9.8

201

33.5

205

34.2 62

10.3 26

4.3

83

13.8 40

6.7

82

13.7

53

8.8

6.0

3.7

600 100.0
3.52
.817
3.58 3.45
15.440

600 100.0 600 100.0
2.55
3.54
1.193
.810
2.64 2.45 3.61 3.48
16.381

36

600 100.0
3.43
.774
3.49 3.37
13.604

22

600 100.0 600 100.0
2.64
2.46
1.120
1.020
2.73 2.55 2.54 2.38

From the above table, it is seen that customer friendly approach, special discount offer, wider brands, self
service facilities are the factors that attract consumers towards organised retail shops. Because the average value of
these factors are above 3 and the„t‟ value also emphasis that. While, family entertainment, good etiquette and
manners and open even late hours are not attracting the consumers towards organised retail shops.
Table-4
Source : Primary Data

Perception of Respondents regarding reason for Purchasing from Organised Retailers
Many
Basket&
Billing
Clean &
Trolley
Comfortable Status
Counters
Fresh Stock Hygiene
Facility
environment Symbol
No
%
No %
No
%
No
%
No %
No %
STRONGLY
93
15.5 0
.0
0
.0
104 17.3 122 20.3 203 33.8
DISAGREE
DISAGREE
NO
OPINION
AGREE
STRONGLY
AGREE
Total

102

17.0

57

256

42.7

85

9.5

Home
Delivery
No %
246 41.0

69

11.5

76

12.7

91

15.2 118 19.7 112 18.7

293 48.8

293

48.8

243

40.5

209

34.8 206 34.3 213 35.5

14.2

190 31.7

188

31.3

114

19.0

85

14.2 44

7.3

19

3.2

64

10.7

60

50

8.3

63

10.5

93

15.5 29

4.8

10

1.7

600

100.0 600 100.0

600

100.0 600

10.0

100.0 600

100.0 600 100.0 600 100.0

2.88
3.42
3.37
2.93
2.89
2.30
2.06
Average
1.160
.797
.793
1.195
1.311
1.151
1.020
SD
3.43 3.30 3.02 2.83 3.00 2.79 2.39 2.20 2.14 1.98
Mean±1.96SE 2.97 2.78 3.49 3.36
12.962
11.269
-1.504
-1.940
T-test
From the table given above it could be understand that fresh stock and clean & hygienic condition of the outlet
are the factors that attract consumers towards organised retail outlets as their average values are above 3. The„t‟
value also signifies that. At the same time many billing counters, basket& Trolley facilities, comfortable buying
experience, status symbol and home delivery are not attracting consumers towards organised retail outlets.
From the above analysis, it can be inferred that 12 variables are suitable for further analysis and they are
grouped into three factors as per factor analysis by considering the weight of each variable. Eight variables are
removed from further analysis as its Mean value is less than 3.00 and the variable „ visually appealing‟ is removed
as it is not one-dimensional as per factor Analysis .The suitable variables for further analysis are furnished below in
three groups based on factor analysis.
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Location Related Factors
Convenient and attractive package

Table- 5
Stock Related Factors
Guaranteed Products

Discount related factors
One Stop Shopping

Convenient Location

Self Service Facility

experience

Parking Facility

Fresh Stock

Customer Friendly

Payment Options

Cleanliness &

Special Discount Offers

Hygienic conditions
Wider Brands
4 variables
4 variables
4 variables
Testing of Hypothesis No.1
H03. The factors that influence the preference of an organized retail outlet are not significant
Ha3. The factors that influence the preference of an organized retail outlet are significant
Table- 6
Table showing Preference for an Organised Retail Outlet
Locationrelated Factors Stockrelated Factors Discountrelated Factors
(Out of 5)
(Out of 5)
(Out of 5)
3.44
3.44
3.51
Mean
No. out of
386
415
434
High
600
Effect
(Scores >= Percentage 64.33
69.17
72.33
3.00)
No. out of
214
185
166
Low
600
Effect
(Scores<
Percentage 35.67
30.83
27.67
3.00)

Over All
(Out of 15)
10.39
471
78.5
129
21.5

From the table it is seen that out of the 600 customers interviewed, 64 percentages said that they preferred to
buy from organized shops due to Location related factors. The high average value (3.44) also shows the influence of
this factor among the consumers for their preference of organized retail outlet. Regarding the Stock related factors
69 percentage consumers said that they preferred organised retail shops because of these factors .The mean score
value obtained (3.44) also emphasis as this fact. In the case of „Discount related factors‟ 72 percentage consumers
depends on them. The high average value obtained also support that fact. The overall mean score value obtained
10.39 signifies the fact that the customers prefer organized retail shops because of the influence of Location related
factors, Stock related factors and Discount related factors.
From the analysis done above it is statistically proved that there are factors that affect the consumers to prefer
for an organized retail outlet. Hence the null Hypothesis (H03) that “The factors that influence the preference of an
organized retail outlet are not significant” stands rejected and the alternate hypothesis (Ha3) that “The factors that
influence the preference of an organized retail outlet are significant” stands accepted.
Testing of hypothesis No.2
H04. There is no significant region-wise difference in factors that influence the preference for an
organized retail outlet.
Ha4. There is significant region-wise difference in factors that influence the preference for an
organized retail outlet.
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Table-7
ANOVA
Preference of Organised Retailer Outlet
Sum of
Mean
Squares
df
Square
Between
2.368
2
1.184
Groups
Within
1737.939
597
2.911
Groups
Total
1740.307
599

F

Sig.

.407

.666

From table 8 it can be understood that the significant value (p value) test of ANOVA (.407) is greater
than 0.05 which shows that there is no significant difference among the opinion of consumers about the
influence of factors for preferring the organised retail outlet. Hence, the null hypothesis (H04) that “There is no
significant region-wise difference in factors that influence the preference for an organized retail outlet” stands
accepted.
3) Kotler, Philip, as quoted by
IV.
CONCLUSION
The study revealed that the organised retailers

Pradhan,

Sapna.

(2012).

Retailing

are attracting the consumers of Kerala to a great

Management. 4thed. New Delhi: Tata

extent. The factors that are attracting the consumers

McGraw Hill Education Private Limited,

are Convenient and attractive package, Convenient

p.2

Location,

Parking

Facility,

Payment

Options,

4) Varley,

Rosemary.andRafiq,

Guaranteed Products, Self Service Facility, Fresh

Mohammed.(2009).Principles

Stock, Cleanliness & Hygienic conditions, One Stop

Management.4thed.NewYork:Palgrave

Shopping experience, Customer Friendly approach,

Macmillan,pp.3.

Special Discount Offers and wider brands. This

5) Pillai,

R.S.N.

means that the unorganised retailers of Kerala are not

Bhagavathi.(2008).

satisfactorily meeting the requirements of the

Marketing.6thed.NewDelhi:

consumers of Kerala. It is also inferred that there is

Company LTD, PP.315.

of

Retail

and
Modern
S.Chand&

no difference among the regions regarding the factors
that attract consumers towards organised retail shops.
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